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Peter R. Moock and David Rhodes

The Editor of the IRCI) Bulletin trishec to express appreciation to his
colleague Professor Afoock and gri fr. Rhodes for this critique of thc,
Summers anch,Wolle .rtuelx.Une version of ,whielt PL'as published in the
IRCI) Bulklin 'Volume ,Y r (Summer 1976). We share their C. W ICC rat 1/10,
OILS S II (I y, at' NOI is likely to hare an important influence on public
policy re:attire' to educaiiOn, Ye carefully and .substantively. examined
and that ite conclusions be 'critically,revietved before this studr is used
to inform public E, if y.

In Februry of 1975, the Federal Reserve Bank of Phila-
dellthia published in its Busine.ssl.Review a study by Sum-
mers and Wchfe (19751, of achievenfent in the Philadelphia

,school system.' Although Summerad Wolfe have used
the same'llata 'set as the basis for other articles, we wish to
focus our attention on the Business RefiThW study and on a
companion technical papef presented at the. 1974 winter
meetings of the Econometric Sbciety,'

Our review of'these papers begins with a description of
the data set. Following this is a brief ,disCussion of the
educational production function literature, which 'places
Summers and Wolfe's research in a broader context. Our
review continues with a critique of the author' methodol-
ogy and concludes with a discussion of some inconsilien-
cies between the texts of the two papers and the regrePion
results.

(confirmd on page 8)

Peter R. Mooch is Associate Professor of Economics and Education at
Teachers College, Columbia University, and coauthor of a forthcoming
hook about the study of educational production (Bridge, Judd, and
Moock, 1978). David Rhodes is President of the School of Visual Arts in
New York City and is a candidate for the Ph.D. degree in economics and
education at Teachers College. The authors wish to thank William
Garner, Victor Levine, and students in the Teachers College Seminar in
the Economics of Education for their comments on earlier versions of this
review.
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Achievement in the Philadelphia Public School System

Mita Set

The data set consists of three samples of students from
103 elementary. schools, 42 junior high schools, and
Senior high chools in the Philadelphia public school
system. The elementary and junior high samples were ran-
domly cho,4en, whereas the senior high sample was chosen
to ensur,c a sufficiently high proportion of low inciahe and

`black students. Fier each student. in the study a two- or
three-year school- history was prepared. In addition to
measures of achiOvement at the beginning and end of this
period, data are available on a student's individual and
family background and on- the teacher and school re-
sources to which tlie student was exposed during this
periOd.

Unlike many othop4icational Prot fiction function
studies, this one ftV Siniuners and Wolfeldoes not use data
aggregated at the school or district level. Instead, all the
variables are measured at the level of the student, the. st u-
dent's own home, own classroom, or own school, which-
o''er is appropriate. Fin-thermore,' in our opinion, Sum-
mers and Wolfe have made a significant contribution-10
the educational production function literature by not
assuming that the effects of particular school inputs are the
same for students who differ by race, income, or initial
achievement. Although some studies have allowed for the
possibility of interaction between sehOol inputs and a stu-
dent's race or socioeconomic status, usually by partition-
ing the student population by one or both of these factors,
the study by Summers and Wolfe provides one of the.most,
interesting discussions of and explicit tests for interactions
among these variables. Clearly, this kind. of research .hOlds
promise for the future.

II. The Relation to Prior Research

Although sonic isolated examples of empirical studies
aimed at identifying the determinants of studtrd achieve,
ment appeared prior to 1966,' the major impetus for this
genre of research was the publication in that year of the
U.S. Office of Education sttitiy, Equality ofEducational
Opportunity, better' known.4s ."The Coleman Report':
(Coleman et al., 1966). Thus, most of the input:output
research in education has occurred in the past decade. A
problem.characteristic of most input-output research is the
paucity of theory underlying the empirical analysis. Partly
because the goals of education are elusive and partly
because the process whereby any one of these goals is
achieved certainly involves a very complex pthtern of in-
dividual, family, and school contributions, the under-
standing of this process by educational researchers is not
very advanced. In the absence of clear, '-theoretical
guidelines, current researchers of "educational produc-
tion" must try many alternative specifications of, the' rela-
tionship between educational inputs and achievement,' Un-
til they find ones that seem to "fit the data." In nO sense
are they testing hypothses; they are generating
hypotheses, which could be''tested later in replication
studies.

Morever, because the data for these s e obtained
,from school settings in which the assignment of students to

particular schools, and to particular classroo within
schools, reflects economic circumstances (e.g., students
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normally attend local schools), pedagogical considerations
(e.g,-,, in many schools students are "tracked" according 10
earlier achievement levels), and political decisions (e.g.,
funds are allocated according to politically determined
criteria), it is difficult for researchers to distinguish causal
relationships from others in which "inputs" serve as.prox-
icti for factoks not included in the estimating equations. In
experimental research, subjects are assigned randomly to
different treatments. In education, however, explicit ex-
periments are seldom tolerated, for political and ethical
reasons, and researchers must try to untangle the effects of
the many differences that occur "naturally" among stu-
dents. A variable which does not affect achieverfient, but
.which happens to' he correlated with the true cause(s) of
;achievement not in the analysis, will be correlated with
achievemept, and this statistical relationship can easily be
misinterpreted as causal. Researchers using nonexperimen-
tal data should be very sensitive to the danger of misinter-
preting th6-0atistical effects of proxy variables, especially
in the Absence of ex an1+C hypotheses,

Although if' asked the...question directly, Summers and
Wolfe would certainly agree that no causal relationships
are "proved" in their study, still nowhere in thebody of
the Business Review article;:ow.hieh was prepared for wide

'distribution; do they. offer the appropriate caveats to the
reader.: Ins/ead. they {elate their conclusions, 'usually
witho".. ualitication:-

Acst ont's motivatbon affects his or her learning

Instructors Withilltee to nine years of experience are
particularly effective, but.those having more than ten
years actually reduce the rate,of learning mathematics

Heads4it participation does not improve a child's
achievement growth by the latter half of elementary
school [1975:14).

Elementary school,students in the sample who test at
grade level or loWer perform distinctly better when
they are with more high-achieving students. Students
performing above their grade level are not particularly'
affected [1975: 17].

Black students perform better in smaller elementary
schoolspd in junior highs with larger Black popula-rtions [1975: 19].

In the Business Review article, only in an appendix that
e'plains regression coefficients and their standards errors,

,(1-it authors state, albeit indirectly, that they have
"FiAnfd the data," that they discuss only their final, "best
fit'tesults, and that their conclusions should be regarded
as highly tentative:

Strictly speaking, this [declaring a coefficient "statis-
tically significant") only applies to one testing of a
hypothesized relationship. Since we engaged in exten-
sive empirical testing and refining of these relation-
ships, we do not use these results rigidly, but use them
only as general indicators of statistical significance
[1975: 231.
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In the 1974 paper and in a recent article in the American
Economic Review Summers and Wolfe (1977) admit more
clearly the extent to which hypotheses are used to support
data :111(1 1101 Vice versa:

The data have been mined, of course. One stalls with
so few hypotheses convincingly turned up by theory
that classical hypothesis testing is in this application
sterile. yie data are there to be looked at for what
they can reveal.

The standard tests of significanprovide guidance of
only a very crude sort--hence, the usual asterisks are
missing from the t-statistics in the tables [1977: 6421.

Summers and N.Volfe are quite correct in qualifying their
results in this way, but in restricting these comments to
their academic publications and omitting them front the
popular version of their study; they have chosen not to,
warn the audience more vulnerable to statistical deception.
Such warnings are clearly appropriate to guard against the
unwarranted use of preliminary research findings for
policy purposes.

III. Methodological Considerations

In addition to stating their conclusions in terms that we
feel arc too strong, Summers and Wolfe may have tommit-
ted certain methodological errors. Twq methodological'
issues are discussed below. We may assume that criticism
along these lines was anticipated by the authors them-
selves, since they discuss both of these issues in one or
more of their published papers. We are surprised, how-
O'er, to find very few modifications of their analysis he-
T.e.en the first publication (1974) and the latest (1(17),

1. Only Current-YearTeacher information included in
the Es.timating Equations

For each of the three age-defined samples, the authors
attempt to explain variance in achievement gains- of stu-
dents over a two- or three-year period. Yet the measures of
inputs relating to the teachers of individual students are for
the final year only of the two- or three-year period. This
point is made explicitly' in, neither the /3risiness Revicw
article nor in its companion paper, although it is

acknoWledged in a more recent article, in a footnote that
contains an ex post justification for the exclusion of earlier
teacher data (1977: 644, fn. 13).

Surely, there are no theoretical grounds for asserting
that what a student learns, say, between 1976 and 19-78
depends on the qualities of his or her 1977-78 teacher(s)
but not on the qualities of his or her 1976-77 teacher(s).
Moreover, the procedure used by Summers and Wolfe flies
in the face of one of their own repeated claims for distinc-
tion, vis-a:yis most other studies of educational produc-
tion:

A two or three-year school history was compiled for
each student, which was then matched with ,data on
school-wide resources of the school he or she attend-
ed,ed, with his or her family income..., and with data on
his or her individual teachers. We were able, .there-
fore, to...look at pupils kingitudinally...11974: 3-4].

On the contrary, in the statistical analysis (oily school
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efir'ollment, library' facilities, disruptive incidents. student
body characteristics, and a student's attendance behavior
are averaged over the two- or three-year period. All Mc re-
maining independent variables reflect the final year only.
Although family income (and most school characteristics)
tend not to change much over time, and estimates for dif-
ferent 'ears will be highly correlated, a student's teachers
[nay look very different from one year to the next. Sum
mers and Wolfe arc incorrect in implying that such dif-
ferences are incorporated into their analysis.

R. Ise of a ( Vumge .Terre as the Dependent l'unahle

The second issue to he discussed in this section of our
review is Summers .and Wolfe's choice of dependent
variable. For each of the three samples, Summers and
Wolfe's output measure is the student's score on some
cognitive achievement test minus his or her sco,, rII 1c

same test three (or, in the case of the eighth-grad: .ampl,
two) years earlier. Educational researchers Vc ((armed(
against using change scores in a well-known
('ronbach and Furby (1970), and Summers .11c

seem aware of some of the problems that could t)c in-
volved:

This formulation, it has *been argued, is erroneous
because the differences between initial and fin,a1 scores
regress to the meanthat is, because tests have ran-
dom error, there will tend to be a negative correlation
between initial score and change in achievement. The
concern is, 'of course, that if initial achievement is
omitted from the right-hand side, the estimates of all
the coeffit4ents of variables correlated with initial
achievement will be biased [1977: 641, In. SI

Slimmers and-Wolfe argue, however, that. Lheir results are
generally not bia,e,d:

.-..when the regressions were run with and without the
initial scores, with two exceptions...the variables
which were significant did not lose significanCe, and
the changes in the coefficients were; with the two ex-
ceptions, not large enough to alter any of the broad
conclusions drawn from the study [1974: 5].

When the output of an educational production study is
defined as the gain in student achievement, there is no
happy solution to the problems that arise. On the one
hand, the omission of initial achievement from the right-
hand side of the equation can bias the least-squares
estimators. On the other hand, while there may he
statistical justification for including initial achievement on
the right-hand side, and Summers and Wolfe do so to
Measure the extent of the bias when they omit initial
achievement, there is little theoretical justification for
treating the initial score as a predicator of the change in
scores.

There is, however, a simple and relatively problem-fkee
alternative. This is to make final achievement the dekn-
dent variable and to retain initial achievement as one of the
independent variables. Then, the estimators are unbiased,
and the regression coefficient 'tor 'any other input (say,
teacher experience) has a straight forward interpretation. It
is th ected increment in output (final achievement) at-
trib table to an additional unit of the input (one year of
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teacher experience) controlling for the student's initial
achievement level.' Although Summers and Wolfe claim in
their latest publication that this formulation is "less
satisfactory," they offer no substantivq justification for
this claim (1977: 641).

IV. Inconsistencies between Tables and Text

All of our criticisms to this point may be controversial in
that they reflect, to sonic extent, our idiosyncratic opinion
as to what constitutes sound research or adequate discre-
tion. There are, however, more serious problems to he
found in Summers and Wolfe's research. In several in-
stances, their 'discussion fails to reflect the results pre-
seined in their own statistical tables.' To see these tables,
which were not included in the Bu.sine.s- Review article, the
reader is referred to the paper that Summers and Wolfe
presented at the meetings of the Econometric Society
(1974: 33-68)."

The inconsistencies between tables and text are of Iwo
kinds. There are errors of omission. For example, al-
though the number of latenesses appears in the best fit
regression tables, the direction of the effect is not as one
would reasonably predict. This unhappy result is not men-
tioned by Summers and Wolfe in either of the texts re-
viewed here. In addition to errors of omission, we find
several errors of commission, i.e., statements by Sum-
mers and Wolfe that obscure or quite simply invert other
unhappy results. We present three of these by way of
example.

A. Disruptive IncidentsSixth Grade

In I-able D-I of Summers and Wolfe's paper (1974: 40),
we find an estimate of the effect of disruptive incidents on
the change in a sixth-grade student's achievement. The
relevant portion of the regression equation (rows 26 and
27) is reproduced here as follows:'

X,, = 1.93X, .05X,X: + . ,

(4.04) ( 3.36)

where X,, = student's sixth-grade composite score minus
third-grade composite score,'" X. = 20.3,

X, = annual number of disruptive incidents in
school, 5Z, = 2.89, SD, = 2.31

X, = student's third-grade composite score, =
32.1, SD, = 9.7.

From this equation, we see that le estimated effect of
disruptive incidents on a student's achievement growth is a
function of the student's earlier achievement level:

aiX0
1,93 0.5X2.

This implieS that the effect of disruptive incidents is
positive, at least for many students." The crit<al score on
the initial achievement test (the scorc?at which the effect of
disruptive incidents turns from positive to negative) is

`

c

38.6, or six and one-half months above the sample mean:

1,93 .05x1 0,

In other "words, for students whose initial score is
smaller than 38.6, disruptive incidents are associated with
greater, not smaller, aehievement growth. Only the high-
est achievers.(fewer than half the sample) appear to be af-
fected negatively by disruptive incidents. In view 4 this
finding, we are puzzled by Summers and Wolfe's conten-
tion:

In elementary, junior high, and senior high schools, a
greater occurrence of harsh incidents lowers the
achievement growth of high-achievers significantly,
but low achievers are affected much less. School
policies which help reduce the number of serious in-
cidents, then, will improve the learning of testable
skills of middle- and high-achieving students [1975:

Not only are these statements inconsistent with the results
for elementary school students, the variable (number of
disruptive incidents) ddcs not even appear in the best fit
equation for senior high students (Summers and Wolfe,
1974:48).

Only recently have Summers and Wolfe set the record
straight although, in doing so, they do not retract explicitly
their earlier, misleading statements:

Finally what is one to say about the finding.that for
students who are at or below grade level, more
Disruptive Incidents...are associated with greater
achievement growth? It is only for those well above
grade level that we found the expected negative effect.
This may well be a case where very different results
would be obtained if the data were available on a
classroom-specific basis. If disruptive. incidents only
broke out in classrooms where achievement growth
barely occurred, then spreading the impact among all
classes may h4ve produced this anomalous'effect. In
any case, it wkild seem a bit premature to engage in a
policy of encouraging disruptive incidents to increase
learning! [1977: 647]

B. Gourman RatingEighth Grade

In Table D-2, rows 11 and 12 (Summers and Wolfe
1974:44), we find a regression estimate of the effect on
achievement growth of the Gourman rating of the under-
graduate institution attended by a student's social studies
teacher:

X, .03X, + .0006X, X,,
( 1.63) (1.73)

where = student's eighth -grade composite score minus
sixth-grade composite score,'1 X0 = 11.7,

X, = eighth-grade social studies teacher "s
undergraduate college, Gourman rating,

= 415.84, SD, = .61.27

X: -= student's sixth-grade composite score, 5Z, =
53.2, SD: = 13.3.
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I hr correct inIvrIm'falion of the regression results is

similar to that for diSruptive incidents in the sixth grade.
Once again, tlic effect of the particular input diffeis de
pending, on the student's earlier achievement level. In this
case, the statistical effect of the teacher's (iourman rating
is positive for students who achieved an initial score Of 50
Or hiller (about 52 percent of the sample), but it iN negative'
for those who achieved at lower levels.

Here again, we submit that Summers and Wolle's pub
lisped remarks arc misleading, at best. "In junior high
school, having -attended schools with higher (iourntan
ratings seem to matter very little in the teaching of English
or mathematics," they conclude, apparently because the
(iourman ratings for these two teachers do not appear in
their final, hest fit equation, "but it helps in the teaching
of social scienceespecially for high-ability students"
(1975:14). On the contrary, if a hi,lier, (iourman rating
helps at all, according to their results it is ord.v for high-

y students.
Moreqvcr, CVCII if WC believed Ihis reSult to be true, we

should 1;t: reluctant to accept the aipparent policy implica-
tion wiThout first carefully examining the possible impact
on the full range of educational outcomes, not just one
aspect of cognitive achievement. Summers and Wolfe seem
less cautious. They conclude, "Net output may he in-
creased by targeting . . higher-rated college background
to the appropriate students" (1975:14). 1)o Summers and
Wolfe mean, to tell school administrators that teachers
from lower-rated colleges should be assigned to the lower-
achieving studentyin a school or ditrict? In making this
recommendation, they ignore the affective outcomes of

-education. In addition, the recommendation is based on
results that are statistically significant only for the very
dullest and for the very brightest of students in their sam-
ple; for the majority, the relationship between achievement
and Gournian rating is not significant (see Table
1974:47). RecomMending such a policy on .the basis of
nonexperimental data would seem rash, even if the rela-
tionship observed were statistically significant. To make
this recommendation based on nonsignificant results seems
foolhardy.

C. Clu.s..s. Size Tweifth Grade

In -Fable [) -3, rows 12 and 13 (Summers and Wolfe
1974:48), we find a regression estimate of the effect of
class size -km the change in .a student's reading scores
betw een the ninth and twelfth grades:

X I.13X,+.04X0X:+
( 2.23) (4.11)

where X,, student's [welt h-grade reading score minus
niirth-grade reading score," X.; -- 2.26,

c-ra
X = number of pupils in English class, X, - 24.68,

SD, - 2.52,

X: student's ninth-grade reading score, X,- 22:93,
SD, = 21.42;

Once again, the effect of an input depends on a student's
earlier achievement lever. In this case, although the effect
of an additional student in class is negative for most of the

Oa a'

SaMple, dart Ille rlfecl is positive lot
a student whose ninth glade score was greater than 28.25.
Fot the sample on which this equation is based, :wino\
imately 30 percent fall into this relatively high-achieving
group. Moreover, the tst of significance indicates (see
1974:5(1) that only the positive effect of class size rot high
achieving students is significantly different from zero.

One must question, therefore, Suminets and Wolfe's
sset(ion that students in smaller c. Iasses progress at a

higher rate regardless of ability. "Seitiot high English
classes that did not exceed 26 had the highest learning rates
(for students of any ability described by the sample); low
ability students benefited most from smaller classes"
(1975:12). The specification of 26 students as tike critical
class size seems to be a non sequitur. It does not follow
from the regression results. Moreover, in this sentence
Summers and Wolfe have changed the unit of analysis
front the individual student to the class of students. Fin
ally, as already shown. their regression results do not in-
dicate a negative relationship bet ween class size and stu-
dent achievement growth exc_cpt for students Willi low
levels Of initial achievement, and for these students the
relationship is not statistically significant.

Concluding Remarks

The study by Summers and Wolfe of achievement in the
Philadelphia public school system has attracted consider-
able attention, much of it deserved. We too applaud the
&maxi data set used in the analysis of educational pro-
duction and the attention given to possible interactions be-
tween school inputs and student background.

Because the study by Summers and Wolfe is widely
known and considered seriously by both scholars and
educational policy makers, we believe that it is incumbent
upon otheis engaged in this-type of research to examine it
for flaws and to guard aiainst misinterpretations of the
kind that could lead to inappropriate policy. We suspect
that Summers and Wolfe, in reporting their research, may
have exaggerated some findings and misinterpreted others.
We have tried,- in this review, to communicate our suspi-
cions.

,Votes

I. The article, entitled "Which School Resources Help Learning? Effi-
ciency and Equity in Philadelphia Public Schools," was republished
in the IRCD Bulletin, Volume XI (Simmer 1976). Copies' of the
IRCD Bulletin are available from the Institute for Urban and
Minority Education at $1.00 each.

2. See Summer; .and Wolfe, "Intradistrict Distribution of School In-
puts to the Disadvantaged: Evidence foibt be Courts" (1976) and "Do
Schools Make a Difference?" (t977)..These articles are not stressed
in the discussion that follows, the first because it deals with a
somewhat different topic, and the second becatise it concentrates on
only one of Summers and Wolfe's three Philadelphia stimple: (see
below).

-
3. The technical paper, entitled "Equality- of Educational Opportunity

Quantified: A Production Function Approach," is asailabte on
ERIC microfiche. ED 107736.

4. See, for example, the study by Mollotekopf and-Melville (1956).
s. Copies of the Bus-inecs Review article are available at no charge from

the Public Information Department of the Federal Reserve Bank,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19105.

6. Eor examples of researcher). who use this ptocedure, set:11antishek
(1972:11-52), Murnane (1975), and Winkler (1975). Another pro_
cedure, essentially equivalent to this one, involves two regression
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